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MacDougall's Stores

It is with great regret throughout the local community that we now see the closing
phase of the Tomatin shop, which has been so ably managed by Mrs Jean Mackay for
the last 39 years. She has worked tirelessly for nearly four decades to supply all
needs and essentials, whatever the weather, and having to rise early to receive and sort

newspapers, and milk delivery, not to mention all the paperwork that must go on in
the background.

She will be sorely missed and everyone will wish her well in her retirement - perhaps

Jean may now have time to write items for the Newsletter, she must have a great fund
of stories to tell about times good, and not so good, across the counter.

The Stores were named for John MacDougall (1833 - 1909) who began the enterprise

with the backing of Mr Macbean of Tomatin. He and his family lived at Hazelbank, a
fine stone-built house overlooking the Neacrath burn, and approached by an avenue to
yew trees, which remain to this day. The house was burnt down during or after the

first World War, and remained a ruir1 apart from the western (laundry) end, where

Miss Elma Junor lived, until 1960s. She kept poultry - and kindly encouraged Diana
to take an interest by giving her some laying pullets. What changes she would see

around her old home, now Hazelbank means many new homes, including those in the
pine wood.

After MacDougall's time Mr funor took over the Stores. He had a grocery shop in
Inverness too, on Tomnahurich Street. I do not remember him, but do recall his

suscessors, the Stewart Walkers. Their daughter Eileen used to play the organ in
Church, and she married the young minister of that time, The Rev. Angus Macdonald.

Mrs Gordon owned the Stores next - and also the petrol pump which was across the

road, where the Inn access is now. It was an old-fashioned affair, with a clock face

dial to register the number of gallons supplied, and was worked by a hand pump

which took a while. Mrs Gordon operated it, and customers in the Shop had to bide
their time. By then food rationing was almost at an end, early 1950s; no more
juggling with points, deciding whether to indulge in biscuits, or have something in a
tin - do you remember Snoek? Working out the best value in sweeties was tricky -
go for toffees to last longer, or marshmallows, more weighed less!

Dry goods were usually delivered in bulk, and the customer's requirements were
weighed into a paper bag, then deft fingers twirled the top corners to make a secure
'poke', no sellotape then, and plastic bags yet to be invented.

My most vivid memory of the Shop as a child was the smell of paraflin from the
lamps and Valor heaters. There were no 'fridges or chill cabinets, because there was
no Hydro electric, or maybe it was just single phase, enough for a bulb or kettle, but
nothing very demanding. Atthat time the counter was on the right as you went in the

door, and the premises were licensed. There used to be upright metal railings along

the top of the low wall, from the letterbox, but they went for scrap for the War effort.
During the War most customers walked or bicycled, and there was very little traflic so

I could use my pony and trap, and sometimes saw the Miss Frasers from Dalarossie

who drove a garron and gig.
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In days gone by there was another shop, Doigs by the Station Yard and, until 1980s, a

mobile grocers van, Jock Shaw, as well as a butcher, a baker and laundry, but all gave

up when the rise in petrol price made the rounds not worthwhile - what is new! but
we could still count on MacDougall's Stores.

We nearly lost even that, in early 1970s, when the Scottish Offrce decided to close it
down, for road safety reasons, about the time the new .4'9 was being made. The whole
community made such a commotion and objections that the powers that were "went
away to think again". I still remember the village hall packed with protesters, even

MP Russell Johnston was there to support us, and he mentioned the matter later in the

House of Commons, so Tomatin's shop has a few lines of local history in Hansard

records.

I hope that many more items for the Newsletter about the Stores will be written, as

there must be a host of gems of memories waiting to be shared. Mine are just random

bits and pieces, which cannot give a full picture of a subject that has been at the heart

of the community for so long;

Jean's dedication and kindly help has been greatly appreciated by customers of all
generations, not least her patience with the smallest ones swithering as to how to
spend their pocket money on colourful temptations - some a far cry from the striped

ba's, humbugs and liquorice bootlaces of forty years ago.

New premises may come into being, but nothing can replace the character and

recollections about MacDougall' s Stores.

Ann Glynne-Percy
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